HTML and CSS exercises

Much of the HTML and CSS learning process will come from experimentation and trying to achieve certain goals. To help you get started with basic syntax and properties, work through the exercises at: http://6.470.scripts.mit.edu/2012/course/html and http://6.470.scripts.mit.edu/2012/course/css

For HTML Exercise 6: Once you have this form, try adding radio buttons (remember, only one radio button in a group is allowed to be selected at one time) or checkboxes.

Once you have completed these exercises, try adding some more divs to a page and experimenting with the following CSS properties (if you haven’t already):

- color, background-color
- elementary selectors: element, .class, #id
- descendant selector: parent child
- box model elements: margin, border, padding, contents
- display: inline, block, inline-block
- position: static, relative, absolute
- margin: auto for centering
- display: table, table-row, table-cell
- absolute units: px, pt
- relative units: em, % and what they’re relative to
- calc
- border-radius